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We present an overview of the current status of experimental, theoretical, molecular dynamics
�MD�, and density functional theory �DFT� studies of argon vapor-to-liquid nucleation. Since the
experimental temperature-supersaturation domain does not overlap with the corresponding MD and
DFT domains, separate comparisons have been made: theory versus experiment and theory versus
MD and DFT. Three general theoretical models are discussed: Classical nucleation theory �CNT�,
mean-field kinetic nucleation theory �MKNT�, and extended modified liquid drop model-dynamical
nucleation theory �EMLD-DNT�. The comparisons are carried out for the area below the MKNT
pseudospinodal line. The agreement for the nucleation rate between the nonclassical models and the
MD simulations is very good—within 1–2 orders of magnitude—while the CNT deviates from
simulations by about 3–5 orders of magnitude. Perfect agreement is demonstrated between DFT
results and predictions of MKNT �within one order of magnitude�, whereas CNT and EMLD-DNT
show approximately the same deviation of about 3–5 orders of magnitude. At the same time the
agreement between all theoretical models and experiment remains poor—4–8 orders of magnitude
for MKNT, 12–14 orders for EMLD-DNT, and up to 26 orders for CNT. We discuss possible reasons
for this discrepancy and the ways to carry out experiment and simulations within the common
temperature-supersaturation domain in order to produce a unified picture of argon nucleation.
© 2008 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2888995�

I. INTRODUCTION

Argon plays an exceptional role in various areas of soft
condensed matter physics. It belongs to the class of simple
fluids whose behavior on molecular level can be adequately
described by the Lennard-Jones �LJ� potential. Equilibrium
properties of argon have been extensively studied
experimentally,1 theoretically,2,3 in computer simulations—
Monte Carlo �MC� and molecular dynamics4,5 �MD� and by
means of the density functional theory �DFT�.6,7

Argon represents an important system also for nonequi-
librium studies. In this context the phenomenon of nucleation
is of special significance. Theoretical description of nucle-
ation is a complicated matter. The current situation with
nucleation theories is such that no theoretical model can suc-
cessfully quantitatively describe nucleation of all substances
under various external conditions. In this situation argon can
play a role of the test substance for which experimental,
theoretical, and simulation efforts can be combined in order
to obtain a better insight into the nucleation phenomenon and
abilities of various approaches to adequately describe it.

Despite the exclusive importance of argon it has only
recently become possible to carry out argon nucleation
experiments—thanks to the construction of the cryogenic
nucleation pulse chamber in the group of Strey in the Uni-
versity of Cologne,8 and its further development.9 This
chamber uses a deep adiabatic expansion of the argon-helium
mixture which causes argon nucleation at temperatures be-
low the triple point.

During recent years, a spectrum of theoretical models of
nucleation has been significantly broadened. It has been
widely recognized that the properties of small clusters play a
crucial role in the description of nucleation behavior. For
small clusters the concepts of macroscopic surface tension
and surface area lose their meaning and therefore the use of
the capillarity approximation, which is the main assumption
of the classical nucleation theory �CNT� of Becker, Döring,
and Zeldovich,10 becomes fundamentally in error. Starting
with the work of Lee et al.,11 various approaches have been
proposed to calculate the free energy of clusters of arbitrary
size. These include the DFT of nucleation developed by Ox-
toby and co-workers,12,13 the introduction of an i ,v cluster
by Reiss and co-workers,14 and the dynamic nucleation
theory �DNT� of Schenter et al.15,16 These developments re-
quire the knowledge of an intermolecular potential which for
most of the substances is not available. For this reason the
CNT, despite its shortcomings, still remains the most widely
used theoretical model.

A compromise between the microscopic and the phe-
nomenological approaches was proposed by Dillmann and
Meier17 and later developed by various authors.18 In these,
semiphenomenological, nucleation models the free energy of
cluster formation is derived from the statistical thermody-
namics of clusters using the seminal Fisher droplet model of
condensation.19 The effect of curvature on the surface free
energy of the cluster is taken into account by expanding the
surface tension of a cluster in powers of its curvature. The
first order term of this expansion is known as the Tolman
correction.2 However, recent DFT calculations by
Koga et al.20 revealed that the Tolman correction becomesa�Electronic mail: vitaly.kalikmanov@twisterbv.com.
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valid for clusters, containing �105 particles, indicating that it
is of minor importance for typical conditions of nucleation
experiments where critical clusters contain few tens or hun-
dreds of molecules.

An alternative way to calculate the surface free energy of
an arbitrary cluster has been recently proposed by one of us
within the framework of the mean-field kinetic nucleation
theory �MKNT�.21 This theory is by construction nonpertur-
bative in a cluster curvature and as such is valid for all clus-
ters down to monomers. Another modification of the classi-
cal approach—the extended modified liquid drop model-
dynamical nucleation theory �EMLD-DNT�—has been
recently put forward by Reguera and Reiss.22 It represents
the combination of the EMLD of Reguera et al.23 with the
DNT of Schenter et al.15 The model proposes a definition of
the cluster which properly takes into account fluctuations.
The advantage of EMLD-DNT is that it uses the same set of
macroscopic parameters as the CNT. In the present paper for
the theoretical description of argon nucleation we use three
models—CNT, MKNT, and EMLD-DNT.

An important source of information on nucleation in
simple fluids is MD and MC simulations. In this paper we
refer to the recent MD simulations of argon nucleation in the
microcanonical �NVE� ensemble24 and the isokinetic �NVT�
ensemble.25 We also discuss the mean-field DFT calculations
of nucleation in LJ fluids by Zeng and Oxtoby.13 Those were
carried out for relatively high temperatures 83�T�130 K
which only partly cover the temperature range of the MD
simulations mentioned earlier.

II. TEMPERATURE-SUPERSATURATION DOMAIN:
EXPERIMENTS, SIMULATIONS AND DFT

We start the discussion of argon nucleation by identify-
ing the domain of the parameters—temperature T and super-
saturation S= p / psat�T�—for which experiments, simulations,
and DFT studies were carried out. Here p and psat�T� are the
actual vapor pressure and the saturation pressure of argon,
respectively. This domain is shown in Fig. 1. Open squares
in this figure correspond to the experiments of Iland et al.9

performed for the temperature range 40 K�T�60 K and
supersaturations 2� ln S�5. The resulting onset nucleation
rate was estimated in Ref. 9 as log10 Jexpt /cm−3 s−1=7�2.
MD /NVE simulations24 �filled squares� cover a broader tem-
perature range 30 K�T�85 K. However, to get good sta-
tistics of rare nucleation events, simulations were performed
for extremely high supersaturations �far beyond the experi-
mental values of Ref. 9� resulting in the nucleation rates in
the range of log10 JMD /cm−3 s−1=25−29. The same remark
refers to MD /NVT simulations25 �filled rhombs� performed
for the temperature range 45 K�T�70 K with the nucle-
ation rates in the range of log10 JMD /cm−3 s−1=23−25.
Closed circles in Fig. 1 correspond to the DFT calculations
of Zeng and Oxtoby13 carried out for high temperatures
83 K�T�130 K and low S; the value of S in Ref. 13 was
chosen such that the CNT nucleation rate is JCNT

=1 cm−3 s−1.
Discussing the values of S one should keep in mind that

they are limited from above by the spinodal which denotes

the limit of thermodynamic stability of the fluid. One can
estimate the spinodal from a suitable equation of state
�EoS�.26 The spinodal calculated from the LJ EoS of Kolafa
and Nezbeda27 is added in Fig. 1 �dashed line�. Extrapola-
tions below the triple point are limited because EoS are usu-
ally fitted to experimental data in the stable region only. Re-
cently, Linhart et al.28 performed MD simulations of the
supersaturated vapor of a LJ fluid and obtained the spinodal
pressure for the temperature range 0.7�kBT /�LJ�1.2, where
�LJ is the LJ energy parameter. This temperature range cor-
responds to 84 K�T�143 K for argon. They estimated the
spinodal by the appearance of an instantaneous phase sepa-
ration in the supersaturated vapor increasing the argon den-
sity in a series of simulations. Simulations were performed
for a very large cutoff radius 10�LJ, where �LJ is the LJ size
parameter and nonshifted LJ potential. A large cutoff radius
makes it feasible to apply the simulation results to real argon.
It has been shown that the usually used cutoff radii of 5�LJ

and 6.5�LJ are sufficient,29 while 2.5�LJ gives significant de-
viation in the thermophysical properties.30 The values of the
spinodal supersaturation resulting from Ref. 28 are shown by
upper half-filled circles. Unfortunately, simulations of Ref.
28 cover only partially the temperature domain of MD simu-
lations of Refs. 24 and 25 and DFT of Ref. 13. In a recent
work31 the argon spinodal is estimated using a new MD-
based approach from the extremes of the tangential compo-
nent of the pressure tensor obtained from the simulations of
the vapor-liquid interface. This is a rather simple approach
based on single equilibrium simulation without any con-
straints and also applicable below the triple point. The cor-
responding values are shown in Fig. 1 by lower half-filled
circles.

Within the spinodal region the fluid becomes unstable

FIG. 1. T−S domain of: experiment of Iland et al. �Ref. 9� �open squares�,
MD /NVE simulations �Ref. 24� �filled squares�, MD /NVT simulations �Ref.
25� �open rhombs�, and DFT simulations of Zeng and Oxtoby �Ref. 13�
�filled triangles�. Also shown is the MKNT pseudospinodal given by Eq. �7�
�solid line�, the LJ vapor spinodal data from MD simulations of Linhart et
al. �Ref. 28� �upper half-filled circles�, the spinodal data obtained from
equilibrium MD simulations of Imre et al. �Ref. 31� �lower half-filled
circles�, and the spinodal line from the LJ EoS of Kolafa and Nezbeda �Ref.
27� �dashed line�. The vertical dashed-dotted line denotes the upper tem-
perature limit for the applicability of the MKNT.
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giving rise to the phenomenon of spinodal decomposition.
The latter is characterized by the zero barrier of critical clus-
ter formation. However, in practice this limit is hard to
achieve: gradual quenching of the supersaturated vapor re-
sults in the barrier becoming equal to the characteristic value
of natural thermal fluctuations of the free energy, which in a
fluid is of the order of kBT, where kB is the Boltzmann con-
stant. With this in mind, we show in Fig. 1 the pseudospin-
odal, ln Spsp

MKNT �solid line�, resulting from the MKNT,21,32

which corresponds to the free energy barrier of the critical
cluster formation �G��kBT. At S=Spsp

MKNT, the phase separa-
tion proceeds not via nucleation but via the mechanism of
spinodal nucleation33 which differs both from nucleation and
spinodal decomposition. Therefore, the actual, experimen-
tally realizable, upper limit of S for nucleation is the pseu-
dospinodal and not the spinodal. As one can see from Fig. 1,
the LJ spinodal obtained from an EoS �Refs. 26 and 27� and
MD simulations28,31 are close to the MKNT pseudospinodal
within its range of validity �discussed in Sec. III B�, which
for argon is T�92 K �vertical dashed-dotted line�. Equilib-
rium thermodynamic properties of argon are those of Ref. 9
�for clarity they are presented in the Appendix�.

After a brief description of the theoretical models used
in the present paper, we compare in Sec. IV the results of
theories, experiment, simulations, and DFT calculations
within the T−S domain bounded from above by the pseudos-
pinodal ln Spsp

MKNT�T� and for the temperatures T�92 K cor-
responding to the range of validity of MKNT �given by Eq.
�8� in Sec. III B�.

III. THEORETICAL MODELS

A. CNT

In CNT the Gibbs free energy of the n-cluster formation
is written using the capillarity approximation as34

��GCNT�n� = − n ln S + 	
n2/3, � = 1/kBT . �1�

Here 	
�T�=��
s1 is the reduced macroscopic surface ten-
sion, �
 is the dimensional macroscopic surface tension, s1

=4��rl�2, rl= �3 /4�l�1/3 is the mean intermolecular distance
in the liquid phase, and l is the liquid number density at the
temperature T. The CNT result for the nucleation rate is34

JCNT = KCNT exp�−
�GCNT

�

kBT
� ,

where the free energy barrier of the critical cluster formation
and the kinetic prefactor read

�GCNT
� � �GCNT�nc� =

16�

3

�

3

�lkBT ln S�2 ,

KCNT =
�v�2

l 	 2�


�m1
.

Here nc is the number of molecules in the critical cluster, m1

is a mass of a molecule, v is the supersaturated vapor num-
ber density.

B. Main features of the MKNT

MKNT �Ref. 21� is a semiphenomenological model,
which is nonperturbative in the cluster size, and as such is
valid for arbitrary clusters. By construction it is an interpo-
lative model between very small clusters treated using statis-
tical mechanical considerations and large clusters described
by the phenomenological capillarity approximation. MKNT
uses six input material parameters: four phenomenological
parameters—psat�T�, l�T�, �
�T�, and the second virial co-
efficient B2�T�—and two microscopic quantities—the char-
acteristic molecular size � and the depth of intermolecular
interactions �. Note that the first three phenomenological pa-
rameters are the same as in the CNT. Using these quantities
one constructs two reduced surface tensions: the bulk re-
duced surface tension �the same as in the CNT�, 	
�T� and
the microscopic reduced surface tension

	micro�T� = − ln�−
B2psat

kBT
� , �2�

the latter being the reduced specific free energy per surface
molecule in the cluster. As seen from Eq. �2�, 	micro reflects
the nonideality of the vapor which is described by the second
virial coefficient.

A cluster in MKNT is characterized by the number of
molecules n �rather than by its radius�. The cluster is consid-
ered to consist of the two groups of molecules: the core ncore

and the surface molecules ns: n=ncore+ns. The physical idea
behind this distinction is that the core, if present, should
possess the liquidlike structure which can be characterized
by the coordination number in the liquid phase N1. Both ncore

and ns fluctuate around their mean values: ncore=ncore�n ;T�
+�ncore, ns=ns�n ;T�+�ns, so that �ncore+�ns=0. The quan-
tity ns�n� is determined for all values of n. For small clusters

ns�n� = n , for n � N1 �3�

and ncore=0 showing that clusters with n�N1 do not possess
liquidlike properties; they do not have a core and all their
molecules belong to the surface.

For n�N1+1 an n cluster has a core containing on av-
erage ncore�n� particles and characterized by a radius Rcore

and the number density l. The surface layer, containing on
average ns�n� particles, is characterized by a thickness �rl,
��1, and the constant density �l with 0���1. One can
view the surface molecules as an “adsorption layer for the
core” separating it from the bulk vapor surrounding the clus-
ter �note that �=1 corresponds to a monolayer of surface
particles�. We stress that this division is purely schematic and
serves the purposes of the model. Thus, for n�N1+1, the
actual �unknown� smooth density profile is replaced in
MKNT by a two-step function with the middle step corre-
sponding to the surface layer�s� while the CNT approximates
a cluster by a sharp single-step profile.

Introducing the dimensionless core radius x=Rcore /rl we
have

ns�n� = n − �x�n��3, for n � N1 + 1. �4�

It is more convenient to use the pair of temperature depen-
dent material parameters � and ���� instead of the pair
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�� ,��. Then x�n� in Eq. �4� is the real positive root of the
cubic equation

x3 = − 3�x2 − 3��x + �n − ��2� . �5�

The parameters, � and �, of order unity, are found from the
relationships21

� =
1

3

	


	micro
,

� =	N1

�
−

3

4
−

3

2
.

By construction x�n=N1+1�=1, meaning that when the
number of molecules in the cluster exceeds N1 the core starts
to grow, for n=N1+1 it contains exactly one molecule. Since
information about N1 is not always available, it can be ob-
tained from an approximation in which N1 is expressed in
terms of the molecular packing fraction in the liquid phase

� = ��/6�ldhs
3 ,

where dhs�T ;� ,�� is the effective hard sphere diameter in the
theory of liquids. The dependence N1��� for 4�N1�8,
which is a typical range of coordination numbers in the liq-
uid phase, is well approximated by �for the details see Ref.
21�

N1 = 5.5116�2 + 6.1383� + 1.275.

The quantity dhs�T� is given by the Barker–Henderson
relation with the Weeks–Chandler–Anderson decomposition
of the intermolecular potential.3 The resulting MKNT ex-
pression for the steady state nucleation rate, J, is

J = Akin
�
n=1




e−H�n��−1

,

where the summation is over all cluster sizes n and Akin is the
standard prefactor in the Katz kinetic approach to
nucleation35

Akin = sat
v fsatS ,

fsat =
psats1nc

2/3

	2�m1kBT
.

Here nc corresponds to the term bringing the major contribu-
tion to the sum �a critical cluster� and the function −H�n�
describes the free energy of the n-cluster formation in kBT
units

− H�n� = ��G�n� = − n ln S + 	micro�ns�n� − 1� . �6�

The pseudospinodal �solid line in Fig. 1� is given by32

ln Spsp
MKNT�T� = 	micro�1 −

1

q
� , q � 1 + 2� + �� . �7�

The �temperature� range of validity of MKNT is given by the
requirement

B2�T�psat�T�
kBT

� 1, �8�

implying according to Eq. �2� that e	micro�1. For argon the
criterion �8� gives T�92 K. Note that MKNT contains no
adjustable parameters.

C. Main features of the EMLD-DNT

EMLD-DNT of Reguera and Reiss22 is a phenomeno-
logical approach where the critical cluster is diffusive rather
than sharp as in the capillarity approximation of the CNT.
The approach of a diffusive cluster is motivated by DFT
calculations.36

The EMLD-DNT is based on a confined canonical sys-
tem containing a sharp cluster and ideal vapor atoms. Such
system represents the so-called EMLD cluster. The transition
from the canonical system to the open, grand canonical sys-
tem is achieved by allowing variations of the volume of the
confinement sphere. In the DNT of Schenter et al.,15 it is
shown that the proper kinetic definition of the cluster volume
is the one that minimizes its evaporation rate. In Ref. 22 it is
demonstrated that such a choice for the cluster volume cor-
responds to the minimum of the change of the free energy
with respect to the volume. Thus, in EMLD-DNT the free
energy of the cluster is associated with the volume Vmin of
the confinement sphere which corresponds to the minimum
of the local pressure.

The work of formation of this �N ,Vmin� cluster at a tem-
perature T is given by

�GEMLD-DNT
� = �F − Vmin�p − Ptot� + NkBT ln�p/Ptot� ,

where �F is the total Helmholtz free energy of the EMLD
cluster, N is the total number of atoms in the confinement
sphere, and Ptot is the total pressure of the EMLD cluster.
Assuming that a sharp n cluster is described by the capillar-
ity approximation, the work of its formation is

�F�n� = − nkBT ln� p1

psat
� + �
s1n2/3 + nkBT�1 −

psat

lkBT
�

+ NkBT ln�p1/p� , �9�

where p1 the ideal gas pressure of the remaining �N−n� va-
por molecules in the sphere. The total free energy of the
cluster is then calculated from the partition function of all
possible sharp n clusters inside the confinement sphere

e−��F = �
n=0

N

e−��F�n�.

The total pressure Ptot is the weighted sum over all n of
the vapor phase pressure in the confinement sphere; the latter
consists of p1 and the pressure exerted by the drop, modeled
as a single ideal gas molecule moving within the container

Ptot = �
n=0

N

f�n�
p1 +
kBT

Vc
��n�� .

Here Vc=4��R−rn�3 /3 is the volume accessible for the cen-
ter of mass of the spherical n droplet with the radius rn, and
��n� is the unit step function. The weighting factor
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f�n� =
e−��F�n�

�n=0
N e−��F�n�

gives the probability of finding a drop of size n. Ptot is mini-
mized to obtain Vmin�N�. The nucleation rate reads

JEMLD-DNT = KCNT exp�−
�GEMLD-DNT

�

kBT
� ,

with the CNT kinetic prefactor, KCNT.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Simulations and DFT versus theory

In accordance with the discussion in Sec. II, we present
a comparison between theory and simulations for the domain
of parameters

T � 92 K,

0 � ln S � ln Spsp
MKNT�T� .

Figure 2 shows the relative nucleation rate
log10�Jsimul /Jtheory�, where Jsimul is the nucleation rate found
in MD/NVE simulations,24 MD/NVT simulations,25 and DFT
calculations.13 Open symbols correspond to the theoretical J
given by the CNT and filled symbols refer to the nonclassical
theoretical models. The dashed curve is the “ideal line”
Jsimul=Jtheory. The agreement in the nucleation rate between
MD simulations and the nonclassical models �MKNT and
EMLD-DNT� in the whole temperature range is very good.
For most of the simulations it is within 1–2 orders of mag-
nitude, while the CNT rates are on average 3–5 orders of
magnitude lower than the simulation results. At the same
time MKNT demonstrates a perfect agreement �within one
order of magnitude� with the DFT results while both the

FIG. 2. MD simulations and DFT vs theory. �a� MD/NVE simulations of Ref. 24 vs theory, open circles: CNT, closed circles: MKNT, and semifilled squares:
EMLD-DNT; �b� MD/NVT simulations of Ref. 25 vs theory, open triangles: CNT, filled upward triangles: MKNT, and filled downward triangles: EMLD-
DNT; �c� DFT calculations of Ref. 13 vs theory, open rhombs: CNT, filled rhombs: MKNT, and filled stars: EMLD-DNT.
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classical theory and EMLD-DNT underestimate DFT data by
3–5 orders of magnitude. Note also that Fig. 2 shows that
MKNT predicts a better temperature dependence of the
nucleation rates compared to EMLD-DNT.

Comparison of the MD data at T=70 K in Fig. 2 ob-
tained in NVE �Ref. 24� and NVT �Ref. 25� simulations
shows a difference of one order of magnitude. There are two
possible reasons for this relatively small discrepancy. First,
in the NVT simulations the nucleation rate is calculated from
a mean first passage time analysis37 �MFPT� while in the
NVE simulations the threshold method is employed. It is
known that these two methods yield up to one order of mag-
nitude difference in the nucleation rate at given conditions.38

Since the nucleation rate obtained by the threshold method is
larger, it is located above the MFPT data in Fig. 1. Besides,
in the NVE ensemble the latent heat heats up the system
allowing for the natural temperature fluctuations, while in the
NVT �or rather, isokinetic� simulations velocity scaling is ap-
plied, which forces the system to stay at a fixed temperature
thereby not allowing temperature fluctuations.

It is important to determine the free energy barrier �G�

from the cluster statistics obtained in simulations. Analysis
of this quantity can provide information about the location of
the nucleation point in the T−S diagram with respect to the
pseudospinodal �see Fig. 2�. For low temperatures �T
�60 K�, the MD results presented in Table II of Ref. 24
�temperature, supersaturation, and the estimate of the corre-
sponding critical cluster size nc� yield after the substitution
into the MKNT free energy barrier �see Eq. �6��: ��G��1.
Consistently in Ref. 24, the critical cluster size for low T
simulations is found to be close or even less than 1 molecule.
The corresponding values of �G� for these conditions are
expected to be �kBT and, hence, the low-temperature simu-
lations are in the spinodal nucleation domain.

Another important issue related to this discussion is an
estimation of nc from the nucleation rate J�T ,S� using the
nucleation theorem.39 In order to do this one has to construct
the isotherms J�S�T and study the slopes of J−S curves.
Implementation of this procedure for the NVE-ensemble
simulations is not straightforward since the temperature can-
not be fixed, as opposed to the isokinetic ensemble. In gen-
eral, it is always desirable to find a fit function for J�T ,S�
from the simulation data which then can be used to obtain
the results for a wide range of parameters. However, in view
of extremely high sensitivity of J to S, such a fit should
preferably be an interpolation rather than an extrapolation to
the domain where simulations were not performed as it has
been discussed for simulations using different approaches for
the fitting functions.24

B. Experiment versus theory

In the first argon nucleation experiments in the cryogenic
nucleation pulse chamber Fladerer and Strey8 showed that
the droplet growth at nucleation conditions for argon is too
fast to decouple nucleation and growth by a pressure pulse.
Therefore, no nucleation rate measurements were feasible.
Nevertheless, Iland et al.9 were able to estimate a nucleation
rate range from the geometry of the detection system. Using

the scattering volume of the order of 10 nm3 and the expe-
rience with the nucleation pulse chamber developed by Wag-
ner and Strey40 they defined a detectable droplet number
density in the range of 102�Nd /cm−3�106. With a nucle-
ation time of the order of �t�10−3 s the experimental
nucleation rate has to be 105 cm−3 s−1�Jexp=Nd /�t
�109 cm−3 s−1. All experimental measurements of Ref. 9 lie
below the pseudospinodal line and thus can be analyzed us-
ing the CNT, MKNT, and EMLD-DNT. The relative �experi-
ment versus theory� nucleation rates together with the error
bars denoting the experimental accuracy are shown in Fig. 3.
The agreement between all theoretical models and experi-
ment is poor—4–8 orders of magnitude for MKNT, 12–14
orders for EMLD-DNT, and up to 26 orders for CNT.

C. Overall comparison

This paper is aimed at obtaining a unified picture of
argon nucleation combining different approaches. Unfortu-
nately, in view of methodological reasons the experimental
and simulation domains do not coincide and we have to carry
out separate comparisons: Theory versus experiment and
theory versus simulations and DFT. While the agreement of
MKNT and EMLD-DNT with MD simulations is very good,
the agreement between all theoretical models and experiment
remains poor, though MKNT predictions are closer to experi-
mental data than the other two models. The CNT deviates
from simulations by approximately 3–5 orders of magnitude
and from experiment by up to 26 orders.

As far as comparison with the DFT results is concerned,
CNT and EMLD-DNT show approximately the same devia-
tion of about 3–5 orders of magnitude while the MKNT
agrees with the DFT perfectly. Recalling that the nucleation
rate is very sensitive to the intermolecular interaction poten-
tial this agreement is quite remarkable since the DFT explic-
itly uses the �microscopic� interaction potential while the
MKNT is a semiphenomenological model using as an input
the macroscopic empirical EoS, the second virial coefficient,

FIG. 3. Argon nucleation experiments of Iland et al. �Ref. 9� vs theory:
CNT �open circles�, EMLD-DNT �filled squares� �Ref. 25�, and MKNT
�filled circles�.
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the plain layer surface tension, and the coordination number
in the bulk liquid. Note, however, that the amount of avail-
able DFT data is insufficient to formulate firm conclusions
about the performance of different theoretical models.

It is highly desirable to bring together experiment and
simulations—i.e., to perform simulations at lower S corre-
sponding to the actual experimental conditions or to carry
out nozzle experiments reaching higher supersaturations and
nucleation rates. The main obstacle in simulations at low S is
the necessity to simulate rare events requiring long computer
times. Using the standard technique the vast majority of
computational efforts is spent to simulate long waiting peri-
ods between rare nucleation events, so the accumulation of
the appropriate statistics of such events becomes generally
impossible. A solution to this problem could be an applica-
tion of the “umbrella sampling” scheme41 or the forward flux
sampling �FFS� technique recently proposed by Allen et al.42

The FFS methods allow computation of the rate constants
and the transitions paths for equilibrium and nonequilibrium
steady-state systems with stochastic dynamics. On the other
hand, MC methods sample random configurations rather than
the time dependent development of cluster formation in MD.
The latter is more useful to investigate the dynamics of the
nucleation and growth process as carried out in Refs. 24 and
25.

Since argon is a test system for assessment of various
nucleation models, it is important to discuss general theories
which are applicable to various substances, rather than
substance-oriented models. The examples of such general
models are CNT, MKNT, and EMLD-DNT discussed in the
present paper; all of them contain no adjustable parameters.
Several modifications of CNT are discussed in the literature.
Apart from 1 /S Courtney’s correction43 in the kinetic pref-
actor, which appears in the Katz kinetic approach to
nucleation,35 most of the modifications of the CNT deal with
the various formulations of the free energy barrier �G�,
which plays the dominant role in the nucleation behavior.
One of the frequently discussed general modifications is the
so-called “self-consistent CNT,” proposed by Girshick and
Chiu44 �GC� in which, similarly to the CNT, a cluster is
approximated by a sharp single-step density profile, however,
the barrier of the n-cluster formation is

��GGC�n� = − n ln S + 	
�n2/3 − 1� . �10�

It differs from the CNT expression �1� by the form of the
surface contribution

��GGC
surf�n� = ��GCNT

surf �n� − ��GCNT
surf �1� , �11�

where ��GCNT
surf �n�=	
n2/3. Equation �11� ensures that for a

monomer �GGC
surf�n=1�=0.

Indeed, to be consistent with the law of mass action a
nucleation model should yield �Gsurf�n=1�=0 �see the de-
tailed discussion in Ref. 45�. However, the particular func-
tional form, chosen in the GC model to satisfy this require-
ment, does not seem to be justified. Equations �10� and �11�
are based on the assumption that the classical form of the
barrier �1� is applicable to the cluster containing just one
molecule, ��GCNT

surf �1�=	
. Meanwhile, for small clusters the
very concept of the plain layer �macroscopic� surface tension

looses its meaning and one has to apply microscopic �statis-
tical mechanical� considerations instead of macroscopic
�phenomenological� ones.

These considerations are used in MKNT. In the limit of
small clusters the behavior of the barrier as a function of the
cluster size n will be essentially different from the CNT
form. As a result the surface part of the barrier for small
clusters �n�N1� behaves not as 	
�T��n2/3−1� �as in GC
model� but as 	micro�T��n−1�. Thus, both the scaling law and
the prefactor of the two models are different. Note, that the
difference between 	
 and 	micro can be substantial �e.g., for
argon at T=70 K: 	
=10.68, 	micro=4.96�. The size depen-
dence of the cluster free energy is contained in the function
ns�n� which is linear for small n and for n�N1 is a compli-
cated �though analytical� function of n given by Eqs. �4� and
�5�; in the asymptotic limit of large clusters ns�n� scales as
n2/3 corresponding to the compact spherical object. It is im-
portant to stress that in MKNT vanishing of �Gsurf at n=1 is
not introduced as a correction into an earlier derived expres-
sion for �G but results from statistical mechanical consider-
ations. MKNT is an interpolative model which becomes ex-
act in the limits of very small and very large clusters.
Therefore, as any interpolative model, it is less accurate for
clusters of intermediate sizes.

An obvious advantage of EMLD-DNT is that it uses the
same set of phenomenological input parameters as the CNT:
psat�T�, l�T�, �
�T�, but instead of a sharp density profile,
EMLD-DNT allows for a diffusive cluster. This, however,
results in a necessity to use the macroscopic classical form
for the surface energy �
s1n2/3 for arbitrary clusters which
becomes dubious for small n.

From experimental side one has to notice that the nucle-
ation rates given in Ref. 9 are estimated and not obtained
from the two signals—the transmitted and the scattered
intensities—in combination with the Mie theory. The reason
for this is shortly described in Sec. IV B as well as in Refs. 8
and 9. Since the expansion profile in the cryogenic chamber9

is continuous it is probable that the measured signals de-
scribe the combined result of the newly born clusters and
those grown from the earlier nucleation times. If this is the
case, then it could explain �at least, partly� an overestimation
of J compared to theoretical predictions. However, an over-
estimation of a few orders of magnitude will not be sufficient
to considerably reduce the substantial discrepancy between
the CNT and experiment.
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APPENDIX: ARGON PROPERTIES

Molecular mass: M =39.948 g /mol. Critical state
parameters:1,9 pc=48.6 bar, Tc=150.633 K, c=13.29
�10−3 mol /cm3. Pitzer’s acentric factor:1 �P=0.037. Equi-
librium liquid mass density:9

mass
l = M�13.290 + 24.49248x0.35 + 8.155083x� � 103g/cm3,

x = 1 −
T

Tc
.

Saturation vapor pressure:9

ln
psat

pc
=

Tc

T
�− 5.904188529x + 1.125495907x1.5

− 0.7632579126x3 − 1.697334376x6� .

Surface tension:9

�
 = 37.78x1.277 mN/m.

LJ interaction parameters:46 �LJ=3.405 Å, �LJ=119.8 K.
The second virial coefficient for nonpolar substances:1

B2pc

kBTc
= f0 + �Pf1,

f0 = 0.1445 − 0.330/Tr − 0.1385/Tr
2 − 0.0121/Tr

3

− 0.000607/Tr
8,

f1 = 0.0637 + 0.331/Tr
2 − 0.423/Tr

3 − 0.008/Tr
8,

where Tr=T /Tc.
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